ART. XIV — Murton Great Field, near Appleby: a case-study of the piecemeal enclosure of a
common-field in the mid-eighteenth century.
By BLAKE TYSON, B. Sc.
In Cumbria "no extensive area of common field arable was dealt with by Parliamentary
enclosure acts and this led Slater and Gonner to assume that the common arable fields had
never been important.' Such an assumption does not accord with the documentary evidence
and it is the importance of piecemeal enclosure and private agreement which explains the
absence".

G.G. Elliott, "Field Systems of Northwest England", in A.R.H. Baker and R.A.
Butlin (Eds.), Studies of Field Systems in the British Isles ( 1 973), 41-92, esp. 81.

I

N view of Elliott's closing comment, the main purpose of this article is to explore how
piecemeal enclosure was actually achieved in one Cumbrian township for which
suitable records survive. These include a sketch map and the estate bailiff's correspondence to his superior at Lowther Hall. Together, these offer a rare opportunity to study a
common field in the throes of being enclosed by piecemeal agreements and to examine
some of the problems which resulted from this process and from the various motivations
of individuals. First, however, it is worth summarising previous studies of Cumbrian
common fields.
Periodically, evidence for the former existence of common fields in Cumbria has been
published in these Transactions, beginning with T.H. Hodgson in 1893. 2 Early this
century T.H.B. Graham used church terriers, private enclosure acts and information
from Eden's State of the Poor (1795) to reveal many more examples.' He wrote that "At
the close of the eighteenth century there were many relics of these fields in existence but
... it is rare to find plans" and published the only map of a Cumbrian common field
then known.' It had been drawn by Thomas Bowey in 1710 following a conveyance of
the commons of Hayton Manor in 1704 and prior to their enclosure. Later authors have
reconstructed common fields from evidence on tithe maps drawn after 1836. 5 Despite
these increasingly clear signs that common fields were formerly numerous in Cumbria,
Gray (1915), Orwin and Orwin (1938) and Tate (1943) tended to dismiss the area as
having had few open fields and that they were of little significance. 6 No doubt they were
influenced by the opinions of Slater and Gonner, noted above.
In 1959 G.G. Elliott demolished these misconceptions, using place names to show
that, in Cumberland, out of 288 townships a minimum of 220 had had open fields which
covered about one seventh of the total area.' In 1972 R.S. Dilley (see note 6) recognised
the importance of Elliott's work, criticised a few aspects of it and took the subject much
further by using manorial records and written estate surveys. Although his study
remains the principal work on Cumberland's common fields, no comparable examination
has been made of the rest of Cumbria. He remarked on the extreme scarcity of map
evidence in Cumberland and included plans of only two large areas of open field strips at
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FIGS. I and 2 Sketch map of Murton Great Field, drawn by Jeremiah Blacken, April 1757. It identifies
owners, furlong names and areas (in quarter-acre roods). The original has been much reduced and provided
with an overlap along the line of the Dufton road. Source: C.R.O., Carlisle, D/Lons /LI /3, file 3o.
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Renwick (his Fig. 2.1o), based on detail shown on the Enclosure Award of 1818; and
Aikton Town Field in 1745 (his Fig. 2.11), from a plan in the Lonsdale archive at the
Record Office, Carlisle. The Aikton plan is unusual in that it names the furlongs, shows
individual strips and names their owners. Such detailed maps are very scarce, especially
in the north of England.'
Elliott (in Baker and Butlin, p. 82) referred to "a 1764 estate map of Murton where
there were three large unenclosed fields — North Field, Murton Moor Field and Murton
Little Field — split into 231 riggs". 9 This statement generates more excitement than the
three finished plans, which are disappointing in that they do not give acreages or name
the strip owners, but only number the strips as if schedules had accompanied them,
probably to make it easier to update the changing ownership of strips without spoiling
the plans. Draft maps, drawn in black ink on paper, provide better information. The
strips owned by Sir James Lowther are marked with a capital L in red and initials,
clearly representing his tenants' names, are given. The names of other strip owners are
given, but there are no furlong names or acreages. The owners of adjacent, enclosed land
are named (Fig. 7). A matching draft of the open field strips in the adjoining township of
Hilton also survives, has similar characteristics and has over 368 strips, but urgently
needs repair. 10 Although feint construction lines on the draft plans suggest that they
were the original drawings and notes on them show that they were surveyed by George
Wheatley in March and April 1764, close inspection reveals a major problem. Whereas
Wheatley named the owner of land adjacent to the Murton North Field as Sir Fletcher
Norton, the name on plot 72 at the northern end of the field is given as Lord Grantley.
Since that title was not created until 1782, 11 it is clear that the labelling must have been
updated, but one cannot be sure when or how often. With this in mind, a wider search in
the Lonsdale plans revealed two of strips with named owners; that of Lowis's Ground, at
Crosby Ravensworth, gives the measured dimensions of strips covering about 22 acres,
but it is undated (probably 18th century). The other covers about 332 acres at High
Boonby, Hackthorpe, and names the strip owners, has acreages and crops (mainly
potatoes and oats) clearly labelled, but has no date (perhaps 1800). 12 All of these maps
are therefore somewhat deficient in details that are essential for closer examination.
In view of this situation, it is important that a "Plan of Murton Great Common field by
Jere[miah] Blacket" endorsed "April 1757", has survived together with correspondence
from him to William Armitage, then chief steward of the Lowther Estates. This plan is
among Armitage's letters and is a single sheet of paper about i62 by 13 inches (420 by 33o
mm). 13 Although it is only a sketch (reproduced as Figs. i and 2), it shows open field
sub-divisions named Sampletts, Benbank, Farr Bank, Nigh Bank, Gata and Hardinggs,
in which every strip bears its owner's name and the area in quarter-acre roods. Although
the detail differs considerably from the 1764 plan of Murton North Field, especially in
the names of strip owners, it is a reasonable first attempt at showing the complex
arrangement of strips and appears to be all of one date. Helpfully, Blackett used red lines
to show enclosures which, to judge from the shape of some field boundaries, had been
aggregated earlier from strips. A few landscape features like "Murton Town", "Murton
Hall" and the "Road to Duffton" are labelled. The road is seen cutting across many of
the strips and was drawn in red lines that suggest that it had been recently enclosed by
walls on either side. Abutting end-on to the road's north-east side, Banks Close, a
four-acre field owned by Matthew Stobs, was shown as a red-lined enclosure in the heart
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of the common field. This indicates that the consolidation of some strips was quite recent
and that the transition from open field to enclosures was indeed taking place in 1757, a
point which will become clear later.
The largest acreage and number of strips (185 roods in 54 plots) belonged to
"Lowther" whose numerous adjacent but still separate strips suggest that they had been
accumulated by purchase or exchange and that consolidation was proceeding gradually
in advance of enclosure. Few of these plots exceeded one acre and only two reached three
acres. With 133 roods in 18 plots (including an enclosure in Benbank which accounted
for a third of his total), the second largest owner was John Blackett, whose "dweling
house" was indicated at the western end of the village near his largest enclosures. John
Teasdale, with 38 roods in 13 plots came next, followed closely by Jeremiah Blackett
with 342 roods in five plots, the largest of which adjoined Sir James Lowther's largest
enclosure near the north-east end of Murton, where the village street led onto the open
moorland of Murton Pike. Of sixteen other owners, only three had a little over five acres,
including Matthew Stobs with 32 roods in seven plots.
John and Jeremiah Blackett were brothers whose family affairs are outlined in the
Appendix. John's husbandry area had been increased by the lease from Lord Lonsdale of
twelve acres of "Land formerly Goslings at Murton" for seven years from 15 February
1747. In 1748 a list was made of the still-functioning common-field strips which had
formerly belonged to Thomas Gosling, whose farm stock had been distrained in 1741. 14
As his scatter of strips seems to be typical of other small owners, they have been plotted
on Figure 3 by comparing the following list of neighbouring owners with those shown on
Blackett's plan:
TABLE 1.

A list (1748) of plots formerly owned by Thomas Gosling of Murton.

on Hall Croft
on Sampletts
on Benbank
on Far Banks
on Near Bank
on Coat Flatt

3 ac
I ac
I ac
2 ac
12 ac
ac
I ac
I ac
I ac

(John Blackett's land on each side)
(John Blackett, west; Jane Teasdale, east)
(Jane Teasdale, west; John Blackett, east)
(John Blackett's Close, west)
(Jos Idle, south; Jane Teasdale, north)
(Jos Idle [south]; Thos Richardson [north])
(Jos Idle [north]; Anthony Carr [south])
(John Blackett each side)
(Lord Lonsdale, east; Jere Blackett, west)

I2
on Far Bank

1

ac (Withheld by Gosling, Lord Lonsdale's land
farmed by Williamson on each side)

13
Note

For Jane Teasdale in this list read John Teasdale on Blackett's plan ts
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meadow
ploughed
ploughed
wet meadow
meadow
ploughed
meadow
ploughed
ploughed
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One of these two plots was also his.

FIG. 3 The scattered plots of land farmed by Thomas Gosling of Murton before 1741.

Jeremiah Blackett's letters to William Armitage enable a wider investigation of
relevant details. For example a typical problem experienced in countless common fields
and one of the principal advantages accruing from enclosure was mentioned on 4
February 1753. He wrote about building some field walls and, in a postscript,
complained about the tenant of Lowther's demesne property at Murton Hall: "John
Elwood has but about 20 Acres of Ground in Murton field and while the fogg
[after-grass] is eating he turns [in] all the Chattle that Murton Demesne will carry beside
a good many Scottish Cattle and lets them stay as long as there is anything to be had so
that the Township Labours under great hardship". 16
Such behaviour helps to explain why Blackett discussed with Sir James Lowther
(1736-1802) a proposed "Exchange of a parcel of Ground in Murton field". In an
undated letter, he wanted the matter settled: "the Ground I would have of your Honour
is Moss Garth and Hall Crofts by Estimation 3 Acres and Half. The Ground I offer to
give in Exchange [is] Half an acre on Samplets, one Acre on Samplets, one Acre on Farr
Banks, Half an Acre in Howsing [Howe Ings] or any other Common field lands
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belonging to my Estate". 17 As the 1757 sketch map shows no strips owned by Jeremiah
Blackett in Sampletts, Far Bank or Howe Ing, perhaps an exchange was agreed but, in
1 757, Hall Croft (once Gosling's, lying between two of John Blackett's fields) was still
owned by the Lowthers. By 1839 the Murton tithe map shows that Hall Croft had
become a part of Jonathan Shepherd's land which, with Joseph Shepherd's, was centred
on John Blackett's former estate. Far Bank, Howe Ing and over half of Sampletts were
then owned by Lord Lonsdale, whose Murton Hall tenant was John Shepherd.' 8 The
names of the fields and owners have been transferred from the tithe award onto a reduced
image of the first edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map in Figure 4. This allows the
changes of ownership and field boundaries to be assessed and provides an accurate
delineation of the former open field units to overcome the shortcomings of Blackett's
1 757 sketch map.
Although Jeremiah Blackett owned land at Murton, he lived in the next village at
Hilton Hall as Lowther's tenant and bailiff, certainly by Io October 175o. The former
tenant and bailiff, John Abraham, had had his stock and implements distrained for
arrears of rent and then sold by auction on 3o November 1749. 19 The farm buildings
seem to have been rather neglected for, on 14 January 1763, Blackett reported that six
days of bad storms had filled the hedges and roads with snow drifts and "On Tusday
night it blew down a part of our Byer where we had our milk cows, but the Bokes [main
beams] was Strong which saved their lives. Two Ribs and a Rigintree is wanted and some
Sparrs.... I got a workman to view it. There is an old Ash on the back side of [the]
Cowhouse that will do a great part of it ... The Timber must be i i foot long". 20 In an
undated letter to Sir James Lowther, Blackett complained about the outcome of the
repairs and raised another important issue. 21 He pleaded:
As your Honour has been at £70 Expence in Rebuilding Hilton Hall Byars and Stables, for
which sum Mr Armitage charges me with £3 Ios. yearly [extra rent] ... but as the old Houses
[i.e. buildings] would Stand no longer and it is but making the same Conveniance good and the
thing [was] hard Rented before ... let me continue at the old rent which is £44 8s.
I have yet one favour more to Aske of your Honour. There is a parcel of Ground in Murton
field goes by the names of Latha, Sharah and Courtflatt, [Fig. 5b] as you will see in your plan,
which belongs to your Honour and me. It is 62 Roods in length and I have been at Expence with
a partition Wall 37 Roods [long]. There remains yet undone 25 Roods [and] as it is making the
same Convenience to your Farmer as to me, I hope your Honour will ... either do it all or a
part of what Remains ... as it has laid 5 years in this way. If done it would make Quietness
between your Farmer and mine.

In another letter, dated 3o October 1763, Blackett wrote to William Armitage,
referring to the same boundary problem. He was about to let his small estate at Murton,
but the prospective tenants objected to the incomplete field wall. He wanted the agent to
persuade Lowther to finish the work at about five shillings a rood and, to clarify the
situation, made a sketch of the field arrangement similar to those in Figure 5. The wall
already built by him had several kinks typical of the enclosure of strips. They are easily
correlated with similar shapes in the wall on both the 1757 map and the Ordnance Survey
map (Fig. 4), but fieldwork reveals that they have since been rebuilt as a diagonal
between the two long pieces of wall. Blackett labelled the required length of wall "down
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FIG. 5 a. (above) Jeremiah Blackett's sketch, dated October 1760, of his proposal to exchange land in
Courtflatt, Murton with Sir James Lowther. Details of the exchange (bottom right) and fencing were added by
William Armitage.
b. (below) Undated sketch (late 1763) of the same with fieldnames, suggests that land had been exchanged.
Blackett was trying to settle a dispute over buying John Teasdale's former field and the cost of walling.
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here is the wall in dispute" and, at right angles to it, he identified a narrow strip of
"Ground bought of John Teasdale which kept us both from the nearest Road and from
the Water [Murton beck]. Mr John Gregson of Appleby bought it for us both and we was
to have it betwixt us. I paid six pounds for it four years since but never more was done
... I desire it may be made an end of one way or other". 22 Perhaps Teasdale had
retained the strip simply to obtain a better price by obstructing the efficient use of the
enclosures which Blackett and Sir James had already partly consolidated.
Two letters pin-point the Teasdale sale. On 3 June 1759 John Gregson wrote to Mr
Armitage about having purchased land from John Teasdale and, the next day, the latter
wrote from Murton to Armitage about expecting his money at the due time [Whitsuntide] for Gregson's purchase. 23 The next stage in the consolidation process is shown on
another crude sketch of the plots, endorsed "1760 Oct Jere Blackets p[ro]posals for Exch
of Land". (Fig. 5a) On it Armitage noted that "Jere BI would [like to] have Sr Ja [mes's]
A2 and for it would give his Bi and as much of his CI either at Top or Bottom as to make
out". 24 By 1763 Lowther's A2 had been incorporated into Blackett's CI area, and it is
likely that Sir James chose to take in a strip along the line of the disputed wall, which was
eventually built by Blackett. The evidence for this is at the end of an undated valuation
of Murton and Hilton demesnes. 25 A note refers to "The Ground Purchased by Jere
Blackett of John Teasdale at the South End of Coatflatt" and states that "Jer. has built a
Wall which projects into the Street for convenience of taking water into the Ground,
which [wall] should have been set 4 yards or more West to Line with the Balk between
Sir James's and his [ground], which makes the entrance into Sir James Inconvenient,
which Inconvenience would have been removed had the wall been set in the proper
place". On this evidence it seems to have been easier to persuade people to exchange land
than to get them to pay for a share of jointly purchased plots and then pay for walling
them. If every boundary created in a common field caused so much trouble, enclosure by
exchange and mutual agreement must have been a tedious and, for ordinary folk, even a
traumatic experience.
These details from 1757 to 1763 expose only a fragment of how the gradual enclosure
of Murton Great Field would have been achieved. By 1839 the tithe map showed only
one small field of 34 acres in Sampletts still occupied in strips by four men but, even if we
ignore this, the enclosed fields were still quite small. Despite Lord Lonsdale's two large
enclosures of more than 14 acres in Sampletts and 3o acres in Far Banks, the average was
only four acres, with 86 per cent of fields below the mean size. In 1757, however, over 95
per cent of plots were smaller than 4 acres, with one acre and half-acre plots accounting
for over half of the number (Fig. 6). Almost half of these tiny units belonged to the
Lowther estate, whose benefits from enclosure are therefore apparent. In 1757 the
largest Lowther plot was 34 acres but, by 1839, save for a single strip in Nigh Banks, Lord
Lonsdale had only one field smaller than four acres called Newlands, next to the western
boundary of Murton township (Fig. 4).
A comparison of Jeremiah Blackett's sketch plan with the six-inch OS map, indicates
that details and accuracy were better close to Murton village than in the distant parts of
the common field. For example, besides the kinks in the boundary between his and Sir
James Lowther's fields, mentioned above, he showed two Lowther-owned strips on the
north side of Bainbridge's Fat Hives field which made a step in the boundary of John
Blackett's Croft. These and other features can be identified on the tithe and OS maps and
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are included in a reconstruction of the principal features and field names on Figure 4. It
appears that Blackett did not show old boundaries which had become redundant. For
example, in Lowther's Fell Side Close where the village street joins the open fell, the OS
six-inch map shows a line of trees along the middle and a kink in the northern boundary,
which indicates that that enclosure must have comprised at least two strips before 1757.
One acre of this formerly belonged to Thomas Gosling (Fig. 3).
The northern parts of the open field were only crudely drawn by Blackett and appear
to be much better shown on George Wheatley's 1 764 plan (Fig. 7), which has been
redrawn and greatly reduced for publication. Although Wheatley set his north point
roughly 42 degrees west of Ordnance Survey north and did not draw most of the
enclosures near the village and along the western boundary, there are indications that he
was relatively accurate. For example, between Lowther's Newlands enclosure and his
two strips to the east, Wheatley drew a strip owned by "B.Blackett" which by 1839 had
been taken into Lord Lonsdale's land in Sampletts, leaving a distinct kink in the western
edge. Near the gate on the road to Dufton, he showed the indentation in the open field
boundary caused by Hard Ings Close owned by Sir Fletcher Norton, later Lord
Grantley. The curve of Lowther's Hall Garth (or Croft) matches the OS plan and
suggests that it had been aggregated from curved strips taken from the once larger open
field. Most enclosures on the tithe map followed the direction of the earlier strips, but a
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FIG. 7 Plan of Murton North (or Great) Field surveyed by George Wheatley in March 1764. (Re-drawn,
re-orientated and much reduced.) The strips owned by the Lowthers have been shaded and the names of other
strip owners re-written for clarity. These must have been updated because Lord Grantley (plot 72) was not
made a peer until 1782.
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clear exception is seen just north of Hall Garth, where a few enclosures and even the four
surviving strips cut across the former alignment in eastern Sampletts.

The Other Common Fields at Murton

The 1764 plans by George Wheatley show two other open fields south of Murton,
named Little and Moor Fields. They have been redrawn and reduced as Figure 8 and
have been located on the OS plan in Figure 9, which also shows names of fields and other
details taken from the tithe map. Moor Field occupied about 36 acres where the tithe
map shows groups of fields called Moor Holes and Moor Close whose common boundary
largely followed the old furlong boundary. Another field called Moor Close lay outside
the open field and was a part of Jeremiah Blackett's land in 1764. Next to it, Unthank
corresponds with "Joseph Idle's Ground", lying immediately south of the Little Field in
which the arrangement of strips was more complex than in Moor Field. The furlong west
of the Hilton—Murton road was called Moor Banks. East of the road the largest portion
kept its name and became part of Lord Lonsdale's estate by 1839. Field Head seems to
have been formed from about five strips plus "Nicholas Harrison's Ground" beside
Rayton Sike. In the part which became Stonelands, the alignment of the strips was
totally changed at enclosure. Immediately north of this, Wheatley labelled "Jonathan
Carsey's New Inclosure" in what became Alton Croft, and demonstrated his attention to
detail by drawing the narrow intrusion of common land between that enclosure and Sir
James Lowther's Chapel Garth. This last, together with Flatt and Hall Close was Murton
demesne land. In 1764 Little Field covered about 31 acres, but Alton Croft proves it was
formerly larger.
Open fell and the township boundary formed the east and west edges of the open fields
but the southern limit is not so clear. Matthew Robinson's Close at the southwest corner
of Moor Field looks like an encroachment, whereas Hunter Howe (103 acres belonging
to the Lowthers) was probably not. Unthank and Blackett's Moor Close had been
enclosed by 1764 but, if the linear fields of Little Moor suggest the alignment of old
strips, the extension of the common fields as far as Moor End seems over-ambitious. The
southern margin of Little Field probably followed Rayton Sike, leaving Thwaites
Pasture (c. 116 acres) as common grazing before it was divided among ten owners. This
process might have started after Thwaites school was endowed in 1738 26 and was built in
an enclosure called School Close on Thwaites Pasture, mid-way between Murton and
Hilton. Perhaps this provided impetus for the enclosure of nearby plots like those of
Jeremiah Blackett at High and Low Thwaites and another by John Abraham of Hilton
Hall
Nearer Hilton Beck, which for centuries had formed the boundary between Murton
and Hilton Manors, 27 there is interesting evidence for some fields owned by the
Lowthers. These included Horse Close which was referred to in a letter from Blackett to
William Armitage, dated 27 August 1752, early in his term as tenant of Hilton Hall. He
wrote "When I was down at Lowther I acquainted Mr Blencow [sub-agent ?] about
Building a feild House and likewise about walling the Horse close about; he told me I
might pay 4 per cent for money laid out, but I profered to lead stones ... They are
putting sheep into Thwaits pasture ajoyening to this". This last comment eliminates the
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Plan of Murton Moor and Little Field surveyed by George Wheatley in March 1764. (Re-drawn and much reduced.) The strips owned by the Lowther
estate have been shaded for clarity.
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other Horse Close, near Murton Hall, and indicates that the field was being enclosed
from a corner of Thwaites Pasture. By 29 November 1752, Blackett had "measured the
Horse Close about which is 95 Roods" and estimated the cost of walling as £ 19,
comprising "Diging up throughs and other Stones" at IId. a rood, leading stone at is.
3d. a rood and walling at Is. Iod. a rood. 28
Some earlier evidence for the enclosure of another eight acres is contained in a
vernacular note from Jeremiah Blackett's predecessor. It is endorsed "John Abraham 4
Dec 1738 re inclosing some Field Ground". 29 As the details give an interesting cost
comparison between stone walls and quickthorn hedges, they are worth quoting in part:
Sir ... i have meserd the eight ackers of land about and it is 6 score and tweulve [132] rouds
about and the stone wole will be 4 shilings and eight pens [a rood if] around 7 garters [of a yard]
by for giting stones and leading them and woling it [whereas] the whik dike will be for casting
and seting the whiks and coting [cutting] wod and leading it and making the heg will be sixten
pence a roud and i fetching the whiks from louder ... i wod have you to let half of it be in stone
wole for the whik heg will take a great deal of wod.

Clearly he thought that the shortage of wooden fencing material to protect the young
hedge and keep it animal-proof, justified the much greater cost of stone walling on half of
the boundary. Read in conjunction with the comment about a shortage of gate-making
material included in footnote 16, this detail suggests the extent to which open field
practices had denuded the countryside of useful trees. As John Abraham was the
Lowther bailiff at Hilton Hall and there was a field of eight acres called Mill Holme,
almost opposite Hilton Mill, belonging to the Lowther estate, that might have been the
field he wished to enclose.
If this detail points to the onset of enclosure in the southern part of Murton township
about 1738, a Blackett letter of 1 September 1766, shows that common field affairs were
still being actively pursued nearer the village. It states that Hilton's miller, Philip
Robinson, was very ill at his daughter's house at Brough, that he was unlikely to survive
and had willed part of his property to his daughters, but his son objected. In addition to a
"Dwelling house, Barn, Byar and two Garths" he owned "three acres Ground in Murton
feild ... to Witt one acre on Gata, one acre on Moorholes, two half acres on Moor
Banks". 30 Blackett requested Armitage to check the documents at Lowther but, by the
6th, Robinson was dead. The plot on Gata is not shown on the 1757 plan, but Philip
Robinson appears as owner of a three-acre plot on Far Banks (Fig. 2). As this was not
mentioned in the disagreement, one must wonder to what extent he had been involved in
land exchanges during his last nine years, presumably with the Lowthers who owned Far
Banks in 1839. His name was not amongst those on any of Wheatley's maps in 1764.
Apart from Blackett's request to exchange land with Sir James Lowther, already
discussed, an example of how piecemeal transactions were organised survives for Hilton
Common Field. A sheet of paper, dated 22 April 1818, states: 31
The Earl of Lonsdale gives in Exchange to Frank Sedgwick
A parcel of Land in Hilton Townfield called Kills Flatt No 196 o 1 i6
part of^do^do^Gam Rudding^No 162^o o 3
O I 19
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Frank Sedgwick gives in Exchange for the above
A parcel of Land in Hilton Townfield called Harrack^No 76^0 1 7
A parcel^do^do^do^Grasshowham^No 251^0 o Io
O I

17

Frank Sedgwick requests a further Exchange of Lands in Hilton Townfield [and
Twelve plots were named totalling 7 acres o roods 8 perches]
The plot numbers undoubtedly related to those shown on Wheatley's 1764 Hilton plan
and the value of such a simple reference system would be obvious if plots were
perpetually exchanged in the search for a rational rearrangement of land. A similar
exchange involving eight plots was listed for one Jonathan Rudd, a minor, nephew of
John Blackett (his Trustee), and for four other owners, but these are merely the few
deals which have survived on a chance document. No doubt a tedious search of title
deeds would reveal that the process had been active over a long time and continued well
into the nineteenth century. The detail suggests that the Lowther estate, having by far
the largest number of strips, was used by the local farmers as if it were a land bank, so
that many `deposits' and `withdrawals' of quite small plots could be effected to mutual
advantage. Lord Lonsdale's large enclosures of 1839 suggest that the `banker' benefitted
particularly from this piecemeal exchange and from the absence of a costly formal
enclosure process.
By comparison to the Great Field which was nearly 200 acres, with about half already
enclosed in 1757, the Little Field (about 312 acres) and Murton Moor (about 36 acres)
were quite small. Maybe the contrast can be explained partly by the manor house and its
line of neighbouring fields like Flatt (i 8 acres), Chapel Garth and Hall Close, occupying
the south bank of Murton beck and hindering the development of peasant holdings on
that side of the village. The majority of the village houses were therefore built near the
water supply on the north side of the beck and occupiers would have found it more
convenient to extend their holdings northwards as land was cleared from the waste. The
Moor and Little Fields being less accessible, except to the lord of the manor, were less
developed. The size contrast does not appear to be explained by a difference in land
quality, for most of the area in question lay between the Boo and 90o foot contours on
undulating land with similar soil and exposure.
Any sense of disappointment at finding incomplete information for the common fields
of Murton has to be tempered by the fact that it is much more detailed than for the great
majority of townships in Cumbria. The survival of Jeremiah Blackett's letters and sketch
map offers a rare chance to examine a townfield undergoing gradual enclosure, first of
the margins near the village-based farm houses, then by the consolidation of more central
strips until holdings were sufficiently compact to fence without generating an expensive
enclosure award. Blackett's evidence presents a more intriguing impression of the
process than might have been gained from studying only title deeds, tithe maps or even
the remarkable maps by Wheatley, by providing a generous measure of human interest
not normally available in such sources. One would be fortunate indeed to find better
material for the many other Cumbrian townships where townfields existed but have
vanished almost without trace.
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APPENDIX
The Blackett Family at Murton and Hilton in the 18th Century.
Note. All dates are given in modern form. All details are from the parish registers of St.

Michael's Bongate unless otherwise stated.

As Jeremiah Blackett generated much of the evidence used in this article, it is worth
studying his family affairs in the registers of St. Michael's, Bongate, Appleby, within
which parish Murton and Hilton were townships. He owned a small farm in Murton but
from 1750 to 1766 wrote many letters from Hilton Hall where he was both tenant and
bailiff for the Lowther estates. As a husbandman aged 72 of Murton, he was buried on 12
April 1781, having outlived his wife Mary (buried on 27 December 1772 aged 62).
Jeremiah was baptised on 3 October 1708, the second son of John "Bleckat" who
married Julian Bellas on 3o October 1703. Presumably she was a daughter of James
Bellas and Julian Raisbeck who married at St. Michael's on 9 November 1671. John
Blackett was interred on 9 October 1737 and his widow on 7 February 1759. Their four
children were baptised Julian (14 May 1704), John (19 May 1706), Jeremiah (1708) and
Elizabeth (3 December 1710). On 25 August 1723, Julian married Thomas Teasdale who
was buried II January 1734, leaving a posthumous son Benjamin to be baptised on 21
July and then buried on 23 September 1735. His other children are difficult to separate
from those of another Thomas Teasdale. Elizabeth Blackett married Thomas Wharton
on 1 September 1735, but five of their six children died a few weeks after baptism. Only
a daughter Elizabeth (bap. 8 January 1740) seems to have survived the burial of her
father on II April 1742 and of her mother on 20 March 1746.
John Blackett's eldest son John no doubt inherited the family farm, for he was called a
yeoman of Murton, aged 8o, when he was buried on 16 September 1785. By his wife
Mary, he had a large family baptised: John (12 August 1746), Elizabeth (14 June 1748),
Jeremiah (i7 September 1749), Jonathan (7 July 1751), George (23 October 1754), Mary
(3 March 1757), Hannah (i January 1760) and Robert (i February 1763). In a letter
dated 2 September 1763 to William Armitage the Lowther agent, our Jeremiah wrote
"my Brother John's Eldest son is lying Corps, died on a very short sickness 17 years of
age". He was not buried at Bongate. Regarding John's other children, Elizabeth married
Thomas Atkinson on I June 1771, the couple being "of Milburn" when their eldest child
Mary was baptised at St. Michael's on 19 May 1772. Five further children John,
Elizabeth, Hannah, Sarah and Jane were baptised at Milburn, their father being a
husbandman at Lownthwaite. Jeremiah was a tenant farmer at Murton and married Jane
Idle on 14 June 1775 and had two daughters, Mary and Anne, by 1777. George was
buried on 17 December 1791, aged 37, apparently single. Hannah seems to have married
James Bewsher, blacksmith and later the gaoler at Appleby, on 12 November 1793 and
had children William, John, George and James by 1802. Robert, the youngest son, was
buried on 31 March 1805, aged 42 and apparently single.
Our Jeremiah also married a Mary and had an equally large brood; John (15 April
1733), Jane (22 December 1734), Lancelot (24 January 1737), Stephen (7 February
1740), Joseph (12 September 1742), Benjamin (31 March 1745), Thomas (27 May 1 747),
Mary (25 March 1750) and William (25 August 1752). Thus his family was almost
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complete by the time he became tenant at Hilton Hall. Jeremiah's letters give clues
regarding the careers of his children. On 2 February 1759 he wrote to Armitage: "My
son John is Super[num]ary at Wakefield and likes the Busseness very well ... and son
Stephen at London has bound himself prentice to a Haberdasher for 3 years to have £40
for 3 years Meat Drink and Lodging; he going 3 or 4 days on trial; the Gentlemen find
him a good Scholar and very Expert ...". On 3o October 1763, he said John had
"Removed from Wakefield to East Lowe in Cornwall, he has a foot walk there" but then,
on 23 March 1765, he "had bad news from Lofthouse in Yorks by one Richard Wharton
reporting that my son John was killed by some smugglers, but has had no letter of it from
Cornwall". He hoped it wasn't true and his wife was naturally "distracted". That must
have been a nasty scare for, on I September 1766, he wrote "My son John is removed to a
foot walk 2 months since at Truro in Cornwall. My other son was for coming over from
Barbadoes this month but is stopped by the great fire that broke out there", and he
would be over for a short visit in spring to do business at London. Presumably this
referred to Thomas for, on 15 September 1782, St. Michael's witnessed the baptism of
"John Blackett an Adult Mulatto Servant to Mr Tho Blackett of Barbados." It seems that
Thomas had at least one son for "Stephen Blackett of the Island of Barbadoes Esq" and
Mary Blackett of Bongate were married at St. Michael's on 27 February 1808.
Jeremiah's other children were less adventurous. On 13 November 1763, Jane married
John Martin, a carpenter of Murton, and produced three daughters; Mary (1764), Fanny
(1766) and Ruth (1776) and a son Jeremiah (19 February 1769, buried 19 March 1782
aged 13). Jane was buried 31 October 1796 aged 62 and her husband followed on 10
December 1811, aged 78. This appears to suggest that he was baptised on 28 October
1733 as the second illegitimate child of Mary Martin whose daughter Elizabeth was born
in 1729. Lancelot was buried on 24 August 1774 aged 38 and Mary married Thomas
Jackson on 20 December 1770. Joseph married Mary Gowling on 19 July 1772 and, as
tenant at Hilton Hall, produced a large family; Sarah (1773), Mary (1776-1784), Stephen
(1778), Betty (1780), Hannah (1782), Isabel (1784), John (1787) and Mary (1789).
Joseph's wife Mary was buried on 23 November 1805, aged 58 and he followed on 21
June 1808 aged 66, still of Hilton. Benjamin, a joiner, also produced a large family by his
wife Margaret (late Gibson). They were Jane (1773), Jeremiah (1'7'75), Thomas (1778),
Bella (1781), Lancelot (1784), Matthew (1787), Mary (1 792) and Margaret (buried on 20
January 1795 aged two). Of these children Jeremiah seems to have followed his father's
trade of carpenter, married Nancy Ewbank on 27 June 1803 and lived at Crackenthorpe
producing sons Benjamin (1804) and John (18o5).
A few other Blacketts have been omitted, partly because of a proliferation of persons
of the same name, especially Mary. For example Mary Blacketts married Edward
Willson of Appleby (22 August 1791), John Day of Langton (17 December 1 794) and
John Hodgson (13 December 1797). These events are, however, rather remote from the
main objective of tracing Jeremiah and John Blackett's immediate families.
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